
> low poly art
> objective(s):

Students will create simplified portrait of a person using color or gradient filled polygons.

> curricular focus:
This lesson emphasizes understanding creating three-dimensionality using two-dimensional shapes.

> specifications:
save as: Low Poly Art_LastnameF
dimensions: between 80-90 inches squared
color mode: RGB
raster effects: High (300 dpi)

> instruction:
• discuss the fundamentals of polygonal art
 - let the polygons "sculpt" the form
  the size and angle of the triangles create a topography that gives the illusion of three dimensions
  see Low Poly Sequence on page 3
 - use smaller polygons where the forms changes more quickly
  nose, lips, eyes, chin
 - use larger polygons for flatter areas
  forehead, cheeks, neck

> procedure:
• select source image and approve with instructor
 - must be large format/high resolution
  consider Bing Images since you can set to Extra Large format or type in minimum values for width/height
 - head should already be large in the original image
  remember- a large format image that has a small head in it is no different than a small image of a head
 - video game characters that have similar facial topography and shading to actual people can be used
  this is at the discretion of the instructor and based on the challenge rating of the topography
• crop image in Photoshop (see Specifications above)
 - select the Crop Tool and set the Crop Preset to W x H x Resolution
 - enter your width and height in inches
  crop should include head (centered horizontally), neck and a little bit of shoulders
  total area must be between 80-90 inches squared
  you must type 'in' after your number to set it to inches (for example: 8.75 in)
 - enter 300 for your resolution
 - have your crop approved by instructor 
• set up Illustrator document
 - set W x H dimensions to match the Photoshop cropped image
 - set Color Mode to RGB
 - set Raster Effects to 300 dpi
• place image in Illustrator
 - go to File: Place Image
 - select Embed in the Control panel/toolbar at the top
  this ensures that the image will be viewable on any device
 - locate image so that it is snapped perfectly to the document bounds
  if the image does not snap perfectly to the document corners/edges you've done something wrong 

procedure continued on page 2



> low poly art
• create Polygon map of subject
 - look at examples of successful Low Poly Art images
 - all polygons must touch perfectly along edges and corners
  go to View: Smart Guides or press Ctrl + U
 - use smaller polygons where the forms changes more quickly
  nose, lips, eyes, chin
 - use larger polygons for flatter areas
  forehead, cheeks, neck
 - regularly check poly map progress with instructor
  create only a small portion then with instructor to make sure you are approaching it correctly
  continue to share progress with instructor as you create other areas
 - if subject is looking directly at the camera, it may be more effective to just do half of the face, then copy, paste   
   and flip along the vertical axis, then make necessary adjustments to anchor points
 - submit completed poly map with instructor for approval
• decide on color palette
 - can use actual colors in source image or alternative palettes
 - alternative palettes include:
  emotive colors
   see Color Guide on our website (http://www.mhscomputergraphics.com/color-resources.html)
  color schemes
   monochromatic, complementary, split-complementary, triadic, warm, cool, analogous, etc.
  Adobe color scheme selector
   https://color.adobe.com/create/color-wheel
  self-selected
   choose colors you just like or think go well together
• create fills of polygons
 - if triangles were built individually with all three sides then you may use Fill or Live Paint
 - if triangles were built using lines to connect separate anchor points then use Live Paint
• create background
 - create a soft gradient fill that helps highlight your subject
  can be different values of one color or two analogous (adjacent) colors on the color wheel
   for example: two different values of the same red or a gradient that goes from red to red-violet
 - gradient should have design intent
  color choice should be either emotive or plays well with the existing palette of the foreground subject
  gradient style (linear or radial) should be selected to highlight foreground subject

> requirements:
• document
 - file specifications are adhered to
 - all layers are named appropriately
 - no hidden layers are present
• foreground
 - poly map accurately 'sculpts' the three-dimensional form of the subject
  polygons are created/placed in a way that the surface topography of the subject is maintained
• background
 - gradient helps highlight your subject
• color
 - foreground colors match source image while background aesthetically unifies composition
 or
 - alternative colors aesthetically unify the composition



> low poly sequence



> low poly art examples


